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Distributed Control of a Hyperbolic 
Problem with Control and Stress Constraints* 
L. W. WHITE 
Controlling a one-dimensional hyperbolic equation at x = O is considered so as 
best IO follow a motion Z(I) in L2(0, T) at .v = f.. This is to bc done in the presence 
of pointwise constraints on the stress function and constraints on the acceleration. 
Existence, approximation. and regularity are considered for penalizations of 
regularized problems. s IYB Auadcnw Prr,,. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we study the control of a system governed by a hyperbolic 
equation in one space dimension. The application we have in mind is that 
of controlling the sucker rod motion in an oil pumping unit. Control is 
exerted through the acceleration at the top of the rod at s= 0. The 
problem seeks to determine, in the presence of certain constraints, a control 
that produces motion “closest” to some desired motion ~(1) at the bottom 
of the rod, .Y = L. In such systems rods may range up to 12,000 feet in 
length and are generally tapered with varying cross sections [3]. Breakage 
of such units results in expensive shutdown and replacement delays. 
Pointwise bounds on the stress, hence strain, are thus of practical impor- 
tance. Indeed, soft L’ constraints still allow very large stress on small sets 
and thus are inappropriate. Stronger Hilbert space constraints are an alter- 
native; however, they lose the pointwise bound. 
More precisely, let R = (0, L) and Q = Sz x (0, T). Let 5 3 U(X) > _a > 0 
and 62 h(x) >, h > 0. We denote our assumptions concerning the 
smoothness of a and h by the following. 
(HI ) ~1 and h are piecewise continuous and bounded on [0, L]. 
(H2) a and h belong to W’,“(O, 15). 
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We refer the reader to Ref. [l] for information concerning the Sobolev 
spaces W’.p(12). 
Let r and j? be positive constants. Consider the problem 
tjqo, /) = j’ (f - 3) c(s) dr in (0, 7-J 0 (1) 
v,(L f)+q,(L r)+Btl(L f)=O in (0, T) 
rl(x, 0) = q,(x, 0) = 0 in s2. 
We homogenize the boundary conditions [5] by introducing a function 
HEC*(SZ) such that O(L)=O,(L)=O and e(O)= I, O,(O)=0 and by setting 
J’(X,f)=q(X,f)-O(x) j’(t-s)v(.s)ds. -0 
We have now 
~,,+a(.~) y,-g in Q 
J(0, f)=O in (0, T) (2) 
Y,(L 1) + v,(L, t) + /jy(L, t) = 0 in (0, T) 
y(x, 0) = y,(.r, 0) = 0 in 52 
where 
(Bv)(x, I) = 0(.x) v(t) + a(x) n(x) j-’ c(s) ds 
0 
We observe that if (Hl) holds then B: W*.*(O, T)+ W2,2(0, r; W ‘.‘(Q)) 
and if (H2) holds then B: W’.*(O, T) -+ W’.*(O, T; L*(n)). We control (2) 
by means of the function t’. We consider cases in which c’ E V, = W’.*(O, T) 
and I*E Y2 = W*.*(O, 7) in place of L*(O, T) to provide constraints on the 
magnitude of the acceleration. In practice the function c will be smooth as 
a consequence of the linkage and momentum-storing devices associated 
with the driving mechanism. 
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Given 2 E I,‘(O, T) with z # 0, consider the following: 
minimize./(u)= [‘(y(L,r;t:)-~(l))~df 
- 0 
subject to 1: E V,, i = I, 2 
II4 I’, < P 
Iy,(.u. I; c)l 6 0 a.e. in Q, 
(3) 
The existence of solutions is not influenced by the choice of i. Of interest, 
however, is the effect of the control regularity on convergence of .v,(.u, 1; v) 
for approximating problems. 
After presenting estimates on the solution of (2) the existence of an 
optimal control is straightforward. The optimal control is not unique for 
this problem. We then investigate approximating problems by regularizing 
and penalizing the constraints in (3). In this approach constraints are sof- 
tened. However, we determine the effect of the smoothness assumptions 
concerning the coefficients and controls on the convergence behavior of the 
state function and its derivative. In particular, we show that if coefficients 
satisfy (H2) and controls are in VI, then the strains of approximating 
problems converge uniformly on Q. After studying the convergence 
behavior of the approximating problems, we obtain regularity properties 
for the optima1 controls of nondegenerate problems. 
2. ESTIMATES AND EXISTENCE 
We begin by presenting estimates on the solution of (2). 
LEMMA I. Assume (H 1) and let c’ E V, . Then for each f E [0, T] 
j, (jf(x, I) + y’,(x. 1)) dx + j-i j-, ,*f(x, s) dx ds 
*’ + J 0 
y:(L, s) ds + y’(L, 1) d const IIrII$, 
lc,here lhe constant depends only on (I, h, L. T, and 8. 
By using integration by parts, Cauchy’s inequality, and Gronwall’s 
inequality, we have the following. 
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LEMMA 2. Assume (H2) and let 1; E V, . Then for each t E [0, T] 
j’. U',,(X, f)dx+ ji’ [(h(.r) 11,(X, r))J2d,\- 
0 
where the constant depends on!,) on u. h, L, T, und 0. 
COROLI.ARY 3. Assume (H2) and let 1: E V,. Then fbr each t E [0, T] 
11.vt.7 t)il cc’~.+rl./.) 1 < const 111; II y,. 
LEMMA 4. Assume (H2) and let L’ E Vz. Then 
+ J ,: [.vt,,(x. I) + (h(x) .vy,(x, f)):] d.\- 
B const I’ c I, 5,: 
where the constanr depends only on u, h, L, T, und H. 
COROLLARY 5. Assume (HZ) und let c E V,. Then 
II.r,(., I)~I~.~.~(~,.~.,~const II41 ,:. 
From Corollaries 3 and 5, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume (H2), let CE Vz, und let (x,, I,) and (x2. 12) 
belong to 0. Then 
where the conslunt depends onl, on a, h, L, T, und 0. 
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Rut by the Sobolev embedding theorem [I ] and Corollaries 3 and 5, we 
have 
-L 
Iy,(s2, I,;c)-yI-(.r,, 1,; c)I <const Ix~-.Y,I’.‘* 
(J 




d const Ix, - s,I ’ ’ !I~,ll I2 
6const Itz-f, ” I.cI,,~~. 
In addition to Eqs. (2), the adjoint equation is also of interest. 
in Q 
p(0, 1) = 0 in (0, T) (4) 
P,(L [I-v,(L I)+pp,(L t)=y(r) in (0, T) 
I)(.& T) = p,( s, T) = 0 in n. 
LEMMA 7. A.r.sumc~ (HI ) und ler 43 E L*(Q) und 7 E L’(0, T). Then 
whew the rwn.stun! depmds only on a, h, and L. 
Equations (2) and (4) are related by the Green formula 
= (Bv)(x, f) p(x, r) d.u dt. 
Hence, we have the following from (5) and Lemma 1. 
(5) 
LEMMA 8. Let a and h satisfy (HI ). u { ck } is u sequence in V, such thug 
L:/, + I: weakly in V,, then y( L, .; c~) -+ y(L, .; c) weuk1.v in L*(O, T) and 
j’(ck) + y(c) srrongly in L*(Q). 
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To establish existence define the admissible set of controls 
I y,(x, r; v)l d r~ almost everywhere in Q ) 
for i = 1, 2. We give arguments for i = 1 since the case i = 2 is similar. Cer- 
tainly Wad # 0 and is convex. Moreover, Uad is closed. Let 1;, + t’ in V, 
with u, E U,,. Then from Lemma 1 it follows that Y\-(D,,) + y,(r) in L’(Q). 
Hence, a subsequence converges almost everywhere in Q, and we conclude 
].~,(.r, f; v)] Q (T a.e. in Q. The set Uad is weakly compact and weakly closed. 
Let {rr );_ I be a sequence in U,, that is a minimizing sequence. Thus, 
J(~~)+n=inf,..,;, J(r). There is a subsequence { eA,} that converges 
weakly in V, to an element u in Uad. From Lemma 8 we see that 
AL, ., t’k,) -4’(L .; U) weakly in L’(O, T). The weak lower semicontinuity of 
the functional .I(.) yields 
7’ 
hi, ();(L.r;c,,)-Z(r))2dl~&(~(L,f;U)-Z(l))idf. 
Since u E Cl,, and { t’k } is a minimizing sequence, the limiting control u is 
optimal. 
PROPOSITION 9. There exists an optimal control u to problem (2 b( 3) if 
the coejflcients satisfy (Hl ) and the controls are taken in either V, or V,. 
Remark IO. The optimal control is not unique. Indeed, for the case 
/I(X) = 6, a constant, the wave velocity is &, and any motion at x = 0 dur- 
ing the time interval (T- L/d, T) will not reach the end of the rod by 
time T to affect the displacement y(L, 1). However, the following is clear 
from linearity and the preceding estimates. 
PROPOSITION 11. The set U, = {u: u is optimal in Uzj::) is closed and con- 
uex in Vi. 
3. APPROXIMATING PROBLEMS 
To approximate the problem (3) we first regularize the constraints and 
then penalize [2, 63. To this end let us introduce the following functions. 
Let G: R --, R be given by 
G(<) = 0 if 5Gp 
=((-p)Z if c>p 
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and let I/I: R + R be given by 
rcl(O = (tl - aj2, r>o 
= 0, -a<<<a 
= (5 + a)‘, 5-C -a. 
We define the functional ul(.) by 
q~,(~))=~“~s:~(?,(x, 1; v))dxdt. 
Consider now the penalized problem 
minimize J,(v)=J(~)+~G(,,ti,,,:)+~ Y(y,(u)) 
(6) 
subject to u E V,. 
We begin by observing that both functionals u + G( Ilt‘l( y,) and 
c -+ Y( vV( u)) are convex and weakly lower semicontinuous on Vi. Let d, = 
intimum,., “, J,(u) for E > 0. Since the zero element 0 belongs to CJ,,. it 
follows that for c > 0 
Now either d, = J,(O) = II~llt~,~,~, and 0 is an optima1 control for the 
s-problem or Cr, < IIz~~~:(,,~,. In this case, given a minimizing sequence (Go}, 
there exists N such that for all k 2 N, J,;(c.~) < JJzJI~.J,~,~). We see that 
G( IIcAI Y,) d I: II;11 :~,o.7.,. 
Hence, either G()IrkllC.,)=O so that IIckllc’,6p or G((IG~~(~,,)=(IIv~~~~,-P)~ 
so that )IL’~II) V,<~~+ fi IIzII~?,,~.~). In either case the sequence { L’~ },*= , is 
bounded, and thus is weakly convergent in V,. 
PROPOSITION 12. Jf the coefficients a and h satisjj (Hl ), then for euch 
E > 0 lhere exisw an optimal control u, E V, to problem (2) and (6). 
We now consider the limiting behavior of these problems as c -+ 0. To 
this end let U’E i/ii. Then it is clear that 
Hence. we have 
G(llu,II v,)<cJ(w’) (8) 
4OY/106il-4 
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and 
YYx(~,)) G &J(W). 
From inequality (8) it follows that 
llucil v, 6 P + JGG. 
(9) 
(10) 
Thus, if ck -+ 0, there is a subsequence E:! + 0 such that u,:~ -+ u weakly in 
V,. From (10) we see that luil V,<p. Utthzing inequality (9’) we have 
0 2 !i!ev,(u,:,,)) 2 KY,(u)). 
Thus, it follows that $(yY(u))=O almost everywhere in Q and so 
~J,(x, I; u)l < u a.e. in Q. Therefore, the limit point u E Clad. 
Replacing M’ by u in (7) we have from the limit and weak lower semicon- 
tinuity of J 
J(u) 2 limJ,,,(q 
Hence, we get as ck, + 0 
and 
1-1 G( IcJ v,) = 0 
‘A, 
(11) 
By a subsequence argument the above will hold for any subsequence 
ck 4 0. Thus, we have 
,ty- f G(Ilur.ll ,,)=(A 
lim i Y(y(u,,))=O. 
1. .O’ E 
(12) 
From inequality (I 1) and Eqs. (12) we conclude that lim, ._ (). d, = d. We 
give the above results in the following. 
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THEOREM 13. Let a and h sati?fy (H 1). Let ck + 0. Then there exi.yts u 
subsequence Ed, such that u,, + u weakly in V, where u is a solution of 
(2)-(3). Furthermore, every Leak cluster point of { u,:~} is u solution of 
(2) (3). Finally, Y( yr(u,)) = O(E), G( llurll V,) = o(c), and lim,,,L d, = d. 
From (10) with w = 0 we see that 
I’u,,:l v,QP +E”2 ll~ll,.~,o.,-, (13) 
provides an estimate on how well the control constraint is satisfied. The 
state constraint on the other hand satisfies from Theorem 8 the “soft” 
estimate 
Y(J,(U,:)) = o(c). 
Certainly, given B > 0 there exist I:~ > 0 such that if 0 CC < sB then 
.\ $(y,(u,:)) dx dr < BE. 
Accordingly, by a subsequence argument $(y,(u,:)) -+ 0 almost everywhere 
as c --f 0 +. Since we have 
I):\(.~, 1; u,)I d CT + Jll/Mx, t; 24,:)) 
almost everywhere in Q, it follows that 
- 
~2 hm IYAu,)I t-0 (14) 
almost everywhere in Q. 
COROLLARY 14. !f either (H 1) or (H2) holds and if the problem is .for- 
mulated with controls in V,: then (13) und (14) hofd.for the approximating 
c-problems. 
It is useful to have uniform convergence on Q to know that strains for 
the approximating problems are not too large. 
THEOREM 15. Assume (H2) and that the problem is .formulated in V,. 
Then 
- 
{J,(u,:):E>~} &compact in C(Q), 02 1:~. )y,(u,:)) 
I. 
fi)r all (x, t ) E Q, and l~,(u,:)I GO + v’ti(~,(~)). 
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Proof: From ( 13 ) 
IIu,II Y2 dP + c’j2 llzll L*(o.T)r 
and with Proposition 6 we have for all 
l.v.(.YZ, 1,; u,:) --Yr(X2, 1,; &)I 
< const(lx, -x21 ‘;2 + It, - r,(‘.“)(p + c”’ IIzII~.z,~.~.,). 
Hence, {am: 0 < I: < cO} is an equicontinuous family. Moreover, from 
Corollary 5 it follows that for all (x, t) E Q 
I,Vr(X. 1; U,)l < const(p + E’j2 IlZli L~,oJ.)). 
Accordingly, let &k -+ 0. There exists a subsequence &k, -+ 0 such that 
YJX, I; 4,) + YAX, 1; u) 
uniformly on Q where u is an optimal control. Thus, we have 
Finally, that 
a31im ly,(x, 1; u,)l. 
IY,(U,)I o+Jm 
uniformly in Q follows from Corollary 9, (15), and uniform convergence. 
4. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS AND REGULARITY OF THE 
APPROXIMATIKG SOLUTIONS 
We deduce regularity properties of the solutions of the approximating 
c-problems, cf. [4]. Our arguments treat the case for Uad c V, and we shall 
give the V2 results in a remark. The variation of .I,, is given by 
~~(w(4 = 2 j’ y(L, f; u,) y(~, r; v) df 
0 
I (UC, C)“, 
+ 7 G’(Il”~ll 4) IIU,:II c,, 
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where 
G’( {) = 0 if 5<p 
=2(<-P) if t>p 
and 
ICI’(t) = 2(E - 0) if <>a 
=o if -a<<60 
= 2(5 + a) if 5 < -0. 
To determine the Euler equation we first integrate the last integral by parts 
to obtain 
IS oT oL V(Y,(X, t; 4)) YAX, t; 0) dx dt 
= oT VML t; 4) y(L t; 0) dt s 
- s [$“(Y,(x, t; u,)) yxx(x, t; 41 Ax, f; 0) dx dt (17) e 
with 
V’(5) = 2 if <>a 
=0 if -a<(<a 
=2 if 5 < -0. 
The composition Il/“(yJx, t; u,)) is in L”(Q). Moreover, if (Hl) holds then 
yxx(uC) belongs to L”(0, T; W-‘*‘(Q)) while if (H2) holds then Y,JuJ 
belongs to L”(0, T; L’(Q)). Hence, the last integral in (17) has meaning. 
The boundary integral has meaning since y,(L, .; W) E L*(O, T) if WE V,. 
Substitute (17) into (16) and we have 
dJcE)(uJ(u) = c,r (34~5, t; u,) +; ti’(y,(L t; u,,,) y(L t; u) dt 
- f JQ $“(Y,(x, t; u,)) Y,&, c u,) Ax, t; u) dx dt 
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At this point we make use of the adjoint equations (4) with 
43 = -; V(Yl(4)) l’Y,(U,) 
and 
for t E [0, T] and of the Green formula (5). Since GJ(u,)(c) = 0 for any 
CE V,, WC have 
I G'( IlU,Il v,) O= rrj'.(BU)(.~,f)p(.~,f)dXdl+- 
‘0 0 2c II4 I C’, 
i( 
duct T) 
X dt c(T) - 2 (0) v(O) 
> 
-7 + J ( - $(t)+u,,(t) c(r)dr=O 0 > I 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 16. The optimalit): conditions jbr /he c-problem (6) wilh E > 0, 
rhc cwrjficienrs a and h satisjjing either (HI) or (H2), and UUJc V, are 
,I’,, + uy, - (by,), = Bu,, in Q 
y(O, l)=O in (0, T) 
YI(L l)+v,(L, r)+/j.AL, r)=O in (0, T) 
.V(.h 0) =J’,(X, 0) = 0 in f2 
PI! -UP, - (hP,l, = -$ V(.Yr(U,)) .vrr(U,) 
P(O, I) = 0 in (0, T) 
PAL t)-ap,(L r)+flp(L, r)=O in (0, T) 
P(.u. T) = p,(.c T) = 0 in 52 
1 G’(llu,ll 13,) 
2c: II u,:II I’, 
in (0, T) 
1 G’( IIu,:l 1.1) du,, 1 
2c II u,.‘I c, 
G’( llucll v,) du,,(O) _ o. 
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Equations (18)-(23) may be used to determine regularity of optimal con- 
trols for the penalized problems if G’( IIu, I] ,,,) # 0. On the other hand if the 
problem degenerates in the sense that G’( ((u,J V,) = 0, then (,u, (1 “I <p, and 
U, solves the problem without constraint. 
COROLLARY 18. Any solution u, of‘ the c-problem (6) wirh llodc V, that 
.suti.sjie.s G(u,:) # 0 belongs to H’(0, T). Ij’ I!J,,~c V,. then u, E HS(O, T). 
Remark 19. Regardless of whether (Iu, I ,,., d p the optimality conditions 
determine the gradient of the E-problem and are of course useful in the 
approximation of solutions [4]. 
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